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In breakout rooms (8 min):

- Introduce yourself! Name, program, if you teach group classes or 
individual, any other relevant facts about your teaching gig :)

- Answer the following questions:
- Is reading tough to teach? Why or why not?
- What are the particular challenges you have around teaching 

reading?
- What is something that has worked really 

well for your and your student(s)?

Be prepared to report to the whole group!



What Makes Reading (teaching or learning to) Difficult?

Different directions for writing systems (arabic, dari, pashto)
Different alphabets make reading and writing challenging
Lack of literacy in native language
Pronunciation: reading aloud to work on both at the same time
Beneficial reading - signs and directions can be a good place to start- 
immediately relevant
Concentrating on one aspect (pronunciation/ vocab) can be tough for 
general comprehension
Students feeling comfortable and asking questions about words they 
don't understand.
Complexity of verb conjugations and tenses
How can I tell when students are or are not comprehending  what they 
are reading or listening to  since don't want to stand out as one not 
understanding



Before You Read

What are some ways to increase comprehension before beginning to read 
something?

Look at the title, pictures
Skim for words you already know
Read chapter names
Table of contents
Talk about pictures and ask questions: establish context
Activate prior knowledge
Pictures, video clips
Set the tone! It’s ok to mess up :)



While You Read

What are some ways to increase comprehension while reading something?

What are some things you should not do?

Main ideas!
Cognates
Brief overview/ introduction
Take notes for later! / rephrase
Be honest about your own experience! You don’t know all the words and that’s ok!
Underline or highlight the words they don’t know- AND KEEP READING
Use the context

Interruptions: google or dictionary for unknown words
As an instructor make sure your level is appropriate
(Or make interruptions for pronunciation!)



After You Read

What are some ways to increase comprehension after reading something?

Ask about emotions- how did this make you feel?
Engage in conversation
Re tell the story in your own words
Interact with the material! 
Read it again (and again and again and)
Look up unknown words
Comprehension questions



Before- During- After

Before before: have something engaging + relevant to grab student(s) attention

Before: look at photos, read the title, look at graph and try to guess what it’s 
about

During: underline or highlight new words, use context to understand, AND 
KEEP READING; write a 2-3 word summary in the margins (if level 
appropriate); 

After: go back and look up the word, first in English and if you still don’t 
understand, in your language, and write the definition down; read it again (and 
maybe again!)

After after: talk to someone about what you read; find other things to read or 
watch on the topic; ask and/ or answer comprehension questions



Practice

Read silently, underlining words you don’t know

Listen to the teacher read

Read aloud one word- one word

Read aloud together

Read aloud to a partner



R
eading Strategies





Practice!

Now that we’ve run through the student side of some reading strategies, in 
breakout rooms, try your hand at the instructor side with particular attention to the 
following:

Engage: media that gets your students’ attention and is directly related to the 
topic at hand (movie clips, photos, news stories)

Homework: additional tasks to help students increase comprehension



What Makes Reading Difficult, revisited


